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5. Iladrocnemus Unuicornis, Kr. (?) (p. 62), from Bismarck-
burg. Not recognizable from tiie $ only. Possibly a

near ally o£ Ilajyalochrus Jilicornis, Champ., from N.
Ehodesia.

6. Hiidrocnennis viridis, Kr. ( ? ) (p. 62), from Bismarckburg.
Tliis may be sjnonymous with Hapalochrus Jissipes,

Cliamp., types ( ^ ? ) f loin the Congo, but in the absence
of the $ of H. viridis nothing definite can be stated.

7. Iladrocnemus spectahilis, Kr. ( c? ? ) (p. 271), from Niger-
^en\]iQ=- Hapalochrus constr'utipes, Champ, (sp. no. 15).

The name s2:)ectabiUs was used by Ancey in 1883 for

another species of the same section of the genus, and
that of Kraatz must be sunk as a synonym.

8. Iladrocnemus 4:-pusti(latus, Kr. (^J) (p. 272), from Niger-
\li'n\ie = Hapalochrus nobilis, Er. (181:3) (sp. no. 4 of

my paper), the type of which was a ? .
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Monograph of the Lacertida). By G. A. Boulengeh. Vol. I.

British Museum (Natural History). 1920. Pp. x + 352. Price £2.

This Monograph ditfers in plan from the other Catalogues issued by

the Natural History Museum iu recording, ou a scale not hitherto

attempted, the range of variation in each of the species. This is

done, not only by the definition of uamed varieties where these can

be recognized, but also by full descriptions of the variations of

coloration and markings and by tabulation of the measurements
and lepidosis of all the specimens examined. The vast extent of

the material dealt -with is shown by the fact that of the single

species Lucerta murulis with its thirty-one named varieties the

tables give particulars of about twelve hundred specimens. The
present volume deals only with the three genera JS'ucras, Lucerta,

and Ahjiroides —the remaining genera, nineteen in number, being

reserved for the second volume, which is stated to be ready for

printing.

The importance of this work does not lie only in its wealth of

descrii)tive detail. In a series of memoirs published in the ' Trans-

actions of the Zoological Society ' and elsewhere, the author has

expounded his views on the evolution of the Lacertida), and ho

here presents in systematic form the final results of his researches.

Starting from the principles laid down in Eimer's well-known work
on the evolution of markings in the wall-lizunl, and combining

with these a close study of structural characters for the most part

neglected by Eimer, Dr. Boulenger has been able to map out a

phylogcnetic scheme for the whole family, to present a rational

arrangement of the bewildering variety of forms presented by somo
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of the species, and bo correlate sj-stematic relationships with geogra-

phical distribution. He believes that this evolution has proceeded
by " a combination of orthogeiietic and adaptive modifications

which have led to various parallel series in this familj\"

The publication of this volume coincides with Dr. Boulenger's
retirement from the service of the N^atural History Museum, and
all zoologists must regret that the most distinguished of living

herpetologists is no longer officially connected with the unrivalled

collection which he has done so much to build up.
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May 5th, 1920.— Mr. G. W. Lamplugh, F.R.S.,

Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following communication was read :

—

* A Natural "Eolith-'' Factory beneath the Thanet Sand.' By
Samuel Hazzledine Wan-en, F.G.S.

The paper describes a section in the Bullhead Bed at Grays,

Avhere the conditions have been favourable for the chipping of the

flints by subsoil pressure. There is evidence of extensive solution

of the Chalk beneath the Tertiary deposits, and the differential

movements thus brought about have occasioned much slickensiding,

and remarkable effects in the chipping of the flints.

In the Author's opinion the section affords the most complete

and conclusive evidence hitherto obtained in support of the theory

of the origin of the supposed Eolithic implements by purely natural

agencies. There are not only the simpler Kentish types, such as

notches, bowscrapers, and the like, but also the larger and more
advanced forms of rostro-carinates which are characteristic of the

sub-Ci'ag detritus-bed. Careful digging enables the pressure-points

of one stone against another and the resultant chipping effects to

be studied in detail ; and in many instances the flakes removed can

be recovered and replaced.

A few examples are more than merely Eolithic in character. If

such exceptional examples were removed from their associates, and
also from the evidences of the geological forces to which they have

been exposed, no investigator could be blamed for accepting them
without question as of Mousterian workmanship. Individual

specimens may often deceive : in order to distinguish a geological

deposit of chipped flints from the debris of a prehistoric chipping-

floor, it is necessary to base one's judgment upon fairl}'' representa-

tive groups, and also to take into consideration the circumstances

in which they have been discovered.


